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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Which is the bad side of town?Ã¢â‚¬Â•As a stranger in a strange place, weÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve all

asked the question. Now, the Stay Safe series provides streetwise travelers with clear,

at-the-fingertips answers. Each volumeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦- Has been carefully researched, employing

governmental, law enforcement and other data; - Has been optimized for the kindle and compatible

devices;- Offers multiple pages of electronic street maps; maps that display in B&W or color

according to the e-readerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s specifications;- Is comprehensible at a momentÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

glance, clearly pinpointing the cityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s sketchier blocks and neighborhoods; - Includes

detailed personal safety advice. To read what others think of the series, please check the listing for

a companion title: the Stay Safe Crime Map of San Francisco. While on promotion, it attracted over

twenty reviews.This volume maps the more dangerous, higher crime districts of Memphis,

Tennessee.
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STAY SAFE CRIME MAPS, designed and published by Michael Gard is a great application to have



on your Kindle, iPad, iPhone etc., for when travelling.There are digital guides and colored maps for

three dozen major cities available from the creator of Stay Safe Crime Maps, which pinpoints the

most dangerous sections of these cities. In addition, the author has great advice and tips on what to

do while travelling; If you attacked, If you think you are being followed, What to carry while touring,

Safety tips while at your hotel and others.In every major city, there are shady places we should

avoid, especially if we are not use to the city. When you're packing for a trip, you really should

include these guides.~ True Crime Author, RJ Parker

Thank you author Michael Guard. You are very brave.In an era where vomitious politically correct

poltroons assail us with the faux smiley face of good cheer and that we are all just the same and we

just need more understanding and joining hands and singing "we are the world" to make things

alright, cold-eyed rationalists dismiss such utopian fantasies and say "I want to protect my

family."Dear libt*rds: I want to protect my family.Dear lying Government cheerleaders: I want to

protect my family.Your fantasies do not protect me.Statistics and rational decision making based off

of statistics do.And thank G-d for the internet, the Freedom of Information Act, and the efforts of

brave souls like Michael Guard.Let us face facts: Some neighborhoods are more dangerous than

others.SOME ARE A LOT MORE DANGEROUS!!!!!!!!Crime is clustered in some areas, nearly

absent in others.Enter the brave hard working Michael Guard, with his eminently useful "Stay Safe

[enter city here (list below)]" guide offered in a variety of easy to use mediums (me, Kindle Reader

on iPad, ...works like a charm).Okay, the bad: basically there is none. This is accurate, helpful,

timely, well categorized, easy to use and understand information presented at a price point that is a

great value for the cautious parent, family man, or anyone else.The good points: easy to use, great

price, well designed, well thought through (but see comment below), useful, saves lives, etc. etc.The

"Stay Safe" series includes digital guides and colored maps for three dozen major cities which

pinpoint the most dangerous areas. In addition, Michael Guard gives great advice and tips on what

to do while traveling to keep you and your family safe. For example, he covers what to do (rationally,

with the best possible statistical outcome) If you attacked, what to do if you think you are being

followed, what to carry while touring (he doesn't say "handg*n" but I have a "concealed carry" permit

for multiple states). He also gives useful safety tips while at your hotel and other safety pointers.So

far, Michael Guard has prepared "Stay Safe" guides for Paris (where I live), Rome (where I travel a

lot), Miami (ditto), Phoenix (where my aged parents live), Tampa Bay (Tim Dorsey's Serge Storms

sites are absent), New York, Amsterdam, Washington, D.C., Atlanta (scary!), Cincinnati (getting

worse), Las Vegas, Boston, San Diego, Charlotte, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Baltimore, Dallas-Fort.



Worth, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit (basically DON'T GO THERE), London, Madrid, Sydney,

Houston, Orlando, Los Angeles, Berlin, Toronto, Raleigh-Durham, Manchester and Cape

Town.Which brings us to the special case of Memphis, where I grew up.When I grew up in

Memphis, the city had one of the lowest crime rates in the country, and the highest rated fire

department with the best response time to emergencies. When I was in college, I sadly began to

see Memphis change and appear more frequently on "COPS." The reason? Mayor Willie Wilbert

Herenton. He turned a city that worked into a private fife of sinecures of lazy folks who did not do

their job, had poor education (from the bad public schools he was in charge of for decades) and

ignored the decline in city services, safety, and responsibility to citizens.Now, I remember a time

when folks said "say it loud, I'm black and proud!" and African-Americans were proud of their

"Roots." Well, if you are proud of being Afr*can-American, then you should not be ashamed of

Memphis's new name "M*mphrica." If you can have pride then when you deserve it you should

suffer shame: it works both ways.Memphis is now a crime riddled horror, with a declining tax-base

that is fleeing the city and leaving it to a ruin of its lowest elements. And it is all Herenton's fault for

padding the city payroll with unqualified nincompoops who drove it into now one of the highest crime

cities in the USA. Highest in personal bankruptcy too. All like an African potentate who runs his

kingdom by private personal privilege rather than rational standards and rule of law. The color of the

residents of Memphis could be purple with green polka-dots. Color and race don't matter. It is called

M*mphrica because it is a crime riddled failed state run by overpaid sinecure cretins, just like those

failed states in Africa.Michael Guard's crime map basically says "stay away from Memphis."And

statistics don't lie. "There are lies, d*mn lies, and statistics" is ironically the worst lie anyone smugly

ever says. Of course, anyone who cited this moronic chant and then had their insurance premium

charged as if they were a four-time DUI driver would rapidly change their minds. Utopia doesn't last

much past the personal pocket book.Buy Michael Guard's books today and keep your family safe.
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